ALABAMA READING INITIATIVE

HIGH QUALITY INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

HQIM

CORE ASSESSMENT INTERVENTION
Commencing with the 2022-2023 school year, to ensure that public school students are able to read at or above grade level by the end of third grade, each local education agency shall offer an approved comprehensive core reading program to all students based on the science of reading which develops foundational reading skills.
While all 6 are approved through the 2025-2026 school year, those with a ☀️ are determined to best meet all areas and requirements of the Alabama Literacy Act by the Alabama Literacy Task Force.

Districts should NOT enter contracts with assessment vendors beyond the 2025-2026 school year for the purposes of the early years assessments until future vetting is complete.
"DYSLEXIA SPECIFIC INTERVENTION, AS DEFINED BY RULE OF THE STATE BOARD OF EDUCATION, SHALL BE PROVIDED TO STUDENTS WHO HAVE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF DYSLEXIA AND ALL STRUGGLING READERS."

The intervention programs above are the only intervention programs approved for students with a consistent deficiency.

Note: Neuhaus Basic Language and Take Flight are for MSLE Certified or In-Training Educators.